Materials with triply-degenerate nodal points in their low-energy electronic spectrum produce crystalline-symmetry-enforced three-fold fermions, which conceptually lie between the two-fold Weyl and four-fold Dirac fermions. Here we show how a silver-based Dirac semimetal BaAgAs realizes three-fold fermions through our first-principles calculations combined with a low-energy effective k.p model Hamiltonian analysis. BaAgAs is shown to harbor triply-degenerate nodal points, which lie on its C3 rotation axis, and are protected by the C6v(C2 ⊗ C3v) point-group symmetry in the absence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effects. When the SOC is turned on, BaAgAs transitions into a nearly-ideal Dirac semimetal state with a pair of Dirac nodes lying on the C3 rotation axis. We show that breaking inversion symmetry in the BaAgAs1−xPx alloy yields a clean and tunable three-fold fermion semimetal. Systematic relaxation of other symmetries in BaAgAs generates a series of other topological phases. BaAgAs materials thus provide an ideal platform for exploring tunable topological properties associated with a variety of different fermionic excitations.
Materials with triply-degenerate nodal points in their low-energy electronic spectrum produce crystalline-symmetry-enforced three-fold fermions, which conceptually lie between the two-fold Weyl and four-fold Dirac fermions. Here we show how a silver-based Dirac semimetal BaAgAs realizes three-fold fermions through our first-principles calculations combined with a low-energy effective k.p model Hamiltonian analysis. BaAgAs is shown to harbor triply-degenerate nodal points, which lie on its C3 rotation axis, and are protected by the C6v(C2 ⊗ C3v) point-group symmetry in the absence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effects. When the SOC is turned on, BaAgAs transitions into a nearly-ideal Dirac semimetal state with a pair of Dirac nodes lying on the C3 rotation axis. We show that breaking inversion symmetry in the BaAgAs1−xPx alloy yields a clean and tunable three-fold fermion semimetal. Systematic relaxation of other symmetries in BaAgAs generates a series of other topological phases. BaAgAs materials thus provide an ideal platform for exploring tunable topological properties associated with a variety of different fermionic excitations.
Introduction.-Topological semimetals are currently drawing intense interest in condensed matter and materials physics [1] [2] [3] . In addition to their potential use as platforms for next-generation electronics/spintronics device applications, they provide a fertile ground for exploring relativistic particles and high-energy phenomenology at the far more accessible solid-state physics scale. Well-known examples are Dirac and Weyl semimetals in which electronic states near the band crossings mimic the Dirac [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and Weyl fermions [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] familiar in the standard model of high-energy physics. Unlike highenergy physics, however, where particles are subject to the constraints of Poincaré symmetry, the fermions in condensed matter physics are less constrained in that they only need to respect the crystalline space-group symmetries. This easing of symmetry can lead to new fermionic particles at three-, six-, and eight-fold degenerate points in semimetals that have no high-energy counterparts [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In particular, three-fold fermions have been predicted in materials with triply-degenerate nodal-points (TPs) in the electronic spectrum. The triple-point semimetals (TPSs) exhibit unique topolog-The TPSs have been predicted in tungsten carbide(WC), molybdenum phosphide (MoP), antiferromagnetic half-Heusler compounds, NaCu 3 Te 2 , among other materials [21, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . The experimental realization has been reported recently in WC [40] and MoP [41] . Notably, the TPs in a lattice can be protected either via nonsymmorphic crystal symmetries [21] or through a combination of symmorphic-rotation and mirror-plane symmetries [25, 26] . Specifically, the existence of TPs in materials with symmorphic symmetries requires an inverted band-crossing of a doubly-degenerate band [twodimensional irreducible representation (2D IR)] and a singly-degenerate band (1D IR) at a k-point along the rotation axis. Crystalline space groups containing a C 3v (C 6v ) point-group generated by a C 3 (C 6 ) rotation and a vertical mirror plane σ v supporting both 1D and 2D IRs can thus harbor these nodal-point crossings on a highsymmetry axis.
In Figs. 1(a)-(d) , we schematically show the emergence of TPs in the Brillouin zone (BZ) in the presence of C 6v (C 2 ⊗ C 3v ) symmetry. In general, the doubly-degenerate and singly-degenerate bands can either stay apart (weak electron-hopping case) or cross at discrete points (strong electron-hopping case) on the C 3 rotation axis. The for-mer band ordering leads to an insulating state, while the latter case gives rise to a band-inversion topological semimetal. In the absence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC), the nodal-crossings are stable against band repulsion due to different IRs involved and thus realize spinless TPs as shown in Fig. 1(b) . When the SOC is turned on, the nodal crossings become protected by the double pointgroup representations at k points along the C 3 axis, and yield a stable Dirac semimetal [ Fig. 1(c) ] or a TPS [ Fig  1(d) ] depending on whether the inversion symmetry is present or absent. Although three fold-fermions can exist in materials with C 3v symmetry, their realization in experimentally synthesized materials has proven challenging due to the lack of available materials in which clean triple-point crossings lie around the Fermi level.
Here, based on our first-principles calculations combined with a k.p model Hamiltonian analysis, we discuss how a gradual reduction of symmetry in Dirac semimetals along the C 3v symmetry line can provide an effective approach for generating clean triple-point semimetals. In particular, we show that silver-based ternary BaAgAs is an ideal candidate for the experimental realization of this state of matter. BaAgAs with C 6v symmetry is shown to host a pair of spinless TPs along its C 3 rotation axis (z axis in the BZ) if the SOC is ignored. Turning on the SOC is found to transform BaAgAs into a nearlyideal Dirac semimetal with a pair of Dirac points (DPs), which are protected by C 3 symmetry in a time-reversal and inversion symmetric environment. We show that when the inversion symmetry is broken via alloying in BaAgAs 1−x P x , the material assumes a clean three-fold fermion semimetal state. We also explore the presence of a series of topological phase transition (TPTs), which are driven through the selective breaking of symmetries. Our study demonstrates that BaAgAs materials could provide an interesting platform for investigating how a variety of topological states evolve when the underlying symmetries are relaxed systematically.
Crystal structure and methodology.-We perform electronic structure calculations within the framework of the density functional theory (DFT) [42] with the projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [43] , using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [43, 44] . The exchange-correlation effects are treated within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [45] . SOC effects are treated self-consistently to incorporate relativistic effects. Starting with the experimental structure, we have fully optimized both the ionic positions and the lattice parameters. The tight-binding model Hamiltonian was obtained using the VASP2WANNIER90 interface, while the topological properties were obtained via the WANNIERTOOLS package [46, 47] .
BaAgAs, which has already been synthesized [48] , crystallizes in a hexagonal Bravais lattice with space group D which are stacked along the hexagonal z-axis [see Figs. 1 (e) and (f)]. The Ba atoms are inserted in this stacking sequence so as to maintain the inversion symmetry of the crystal. This structure is isomorphic to the point group symmetry C 6v or equivalently C 2 ⊗ C 3v containing C 3 rotational symmetry and three symmetry-related vertical mirror planes M 100 , M 010 , and M 110 and a horizontal mirror plane M 001 . The bulk BZ and the associated projected (100) surface BZ are shown in Fig. 1(g) . Dirac semimetal state.-The inverted band structure of BaAgAs (without SOC) is shown in Fig. 2(a) . It is seen to be a semimetal in which the doubly-degenerate E 1 and the singly-degenerate A 1 band cross along the C 6v symmetry axis (Γ-A direction). There are no other trivial band-crossings near the Fermi level. Our orbitalresolved band structure shows that the E 1 band consists of As p states, while the A 1 band is mainly composed of Ag s states. Since these two bands belong to different IRs of the C 6v symmetry group along the Γ-A line, their crossing point is stable against band-repulsion and realizes a TP (ignoring spin). A careful inspection of the band-crossings in the full BZ reveals that the crossing points persist only at two discrete k-points along the Γ-A direction at (0, 0, ±0.146 2π c ). Away from the Γ-A line, the doubly-degenerate E 1 band splits into two as shown in the bottom inset of Fig. 2(a) . Notably, a TPS can be classified based on the nodal-line connection between a pair of TPs. These nodal points in a type-A TPS are connected by one nodal line (NL) whereas they are connected by four NLs in a type-B TPS [25, 26] . Owing to the presence of the additional horizontal mirror plane M 001 , BaAgAs realizes type-A TPS. A 3D illustration of the type-A band crossing is shown in Fig. 2(b) where the NL and two TPs are explicitly marked.
The band structure of BaAgAs (with SOC) is shown in Fig. 2(c) . Due to the presence of both the time-reversal and inversion symmetry, each band possesses Kramers degeneracy. Under the effects of the SOC, the doublydegenerate E 1u states at Γ split into Γ 6h . Along the Γ-A direction, the symmetry is reduced to C 6v , so that the Γ ± 7 and Γ − 9 states transform as ∆ 7 and ∆ 9 , respectively. Owing to their different C 3 rotational eigenvalues, the ∆ 7 and ∆ 9 states can cross without hybridization. This leads to a stable four-fold crossing point along the Γ-A direction, see Keeping in mind the possible underestimation of the bandgap in the GGA, we have further confirmed our GGA-based Dirac semimetal state via parallel computations using the hybrid exchange-correlation functional. Since both the k z = 0 and π/c plane are gapped, the Z 2 topological invariants over these planes are well defined. Based on our parity analysis, we find that the Z 2 invariant is 1 (0) for the k z = 0 (π/c) plane. The Dirac semimetal state is thus topologically protected similar to the well-known Dirac semimetal Na 3 Bi [5, 6] .
The bulk-boundary correspondence requires the presence of topological surface states connecting the bulk valence and conduction bands. To showcase this important feature, we present the (100) surface band structure of BaAgAs in Fig. 3 . The bulk-band projection on this surface is shown in Fig. 3(a) where the DP is isolated from the trivial bulk bands alongΓ-Z. A single surface Dirac cone at theΓ point is seen connecting the bulk valence and conduction bands in Fig. 3(b) . Owing to a vanishing bulk energy gap, the topological surface state terminates at the bulk DP alongΓ-Z, suggesting the presence of connecting surface Fermi arcs. Figures 3(c)-3(e) show the surface constant-energy contours at selected energy levels near the DPs. The closed surface Fermi arcs are clearly visible in Fig. 3(d) . They emanate from one projected bulk DP alongΓ-Z and terminate on the other projected DP. The evolution of these Fermi arcs above and below the DP energy is presented in Figs. 3(c) and 3(e).
Triple point semimetal state.-We now turn to discuss the evolution of the electronic structure in BaAgAs 1−x P x alloys by varying the composition in order to explore possible TPT's in solid-state solutions as is the case in TlBi(Se,S) 2 alloys [19, 49, 50] . We find that BaAgP, which is isostructural to BaAgAs, is a trivial band insulator [ Fig. 4(c) ]. The virtual crystal approximation (VCA) is used to model the electronic structure of solid solutions [51] [52] [53] . In Figs. 4(a)-4(c) , we show the band structures of BaAgAs 1−x P x for various P concentrations x. When x = 0.0, there is a clear inversion between the Γ + 7 and Γ − 9 bands and the system realizes a topological Dirac semimetal state. As we increase x to 0.56, the two bands cross at the Γ point. With a further increase in concentration, at x=1.0, the band inversion vanishes and the system transitions to a trivial insulator.
The preceding results show that by varying P concentration, one can tune the topological semimetal state. However, the VCA only provides a rather simple description of the electronic structure of a solid solution. Although a more sophisticated treatment of disorder effects in alloys is possible [54, 55] , we have considered a supercell-based computation for the x = 0.5 stoichiometric compound to gain some insight into the robustness of our VCA-based results. In Figs. 4(d) -(g), we show the results for a BaAgAs 0.5 P 0.5 alloy in which the inversion symmetry of the crystal is broken, so that the symmetry of the crystal reduces from C 6v to C 3v on the Γ-A line. As a result, the DP on the Γ-A line splits into a pair of TPs [see Fig. 4(d) ], yielding a clean TPS. This aspect is highlighted in the right-hand panels of Fig. 4(d) which show how the bands involved in the triply-degenerate band crossing disperse away from the Γ-A line. Effects of reducing other crystalline symmetries on the emergence of topological states are further discussed in Supplemental Materials (SMs) [56] . Figures 4(e) -(g) present the topological surface states and the constant energy contours associated with the TPS state, which evolves from the topological states in the Dirac semimetal phase and connect the TPs. [57] [58] Model Hamiltonian.-In order to better understand the emergence of the TPS state in BaAgAs alloys, we now discuss a viable low-energy k.p model Hamiltonian using the theory of invariants. Using the ∆ 9 and ∆ 7 states of the C 6v group as the basis with components ∆ 9 (+3/2), ∆ 9 (−3/2), ∆ 7 (+1/2), and ∆ 7 (−1/2), the minimal fourband Hamiltonian around a DP to O(k 2 x,y ) and O(k z ) is given by,
where
y . The eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian H eff (k) are
, from which we identify a DP at k = 0. The material-dependent parameters in the Hamiltonian obtained numerically by fit to our first-principles results are as follows: in Eq. (1). The DP now splits into a pair of TPs located at k T P = (0, 0, ± h B1−B2 ). It should be noted that there are many forms of perturbation that can break inversion symmetry. Here, we do so by breaking C 2 that reduces C 6v symmetry to C 3v along the Γ-A line.
Summary and conclusions.-The distinct topological states that we have identified in the BaAgAs family suggest that these materials would provide a robust experimental platform for exploring a variety of different topological phases in a single materials family. Notably, BaAgAs and BaAgP have been synthesized. These end compounds assume different topological phases, but are isostructural, which should make them amenable to alloying to provide a tunable material, much as the case of the topological insulator TlBi(Se,S) 2 . Our predicted topological states lie close to the Fermi level without the background of any trivial bands. These observations indicate that the theoretically predicted topological band features would be accessible to angle-resolved-photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and scanning-tunneling-spectroscopy (STS) experiments.
In summary, based on our first-principles calculations combined with a k.p model Hamiltonian analysis, we show that the BaAgAs family can realize a tunable topological semimetal state via a gradual lowering of the crystal symmetry. In the absence of SOC effects, BaAgAs harbors a clean TPS state with a pair of C 6v symmetryprotected TPs. Inclusion of the SOC drives the material into a nearly-ideal topological Dirac semimetal with a pair of DPs near the Fermi level along the C 3 rotation axis. We show that when the inversion symmetry is relaxed in BaAgAs 1−x P x alloys, one can obtain a clean TPS at x = 0.5. Our study reveals that BaAgAs materials family offers an exciting platform for exploring tunable topological semimetal states and the unique physics associated with these states. 
